Introduction
A set of points M of a graph G is a point-cover if each line of G is incident with at least one point of M. A minimum cover, abbreviated m. c., for G is a point cover with a minimum number of points. The point covering number of G, a (G) , is the number of points in any minimum cover of G. If x is a line in G, we denote by G--x the graph obtained by deleting x. A line x is said to be critical (with respect to point-cover) if a(G-x)< a(G). Ore [4] mentions such critical lines and in [3] , we consider the case where the graph involved is a tree. In particular, ff each line of the graph G is critical, G is said to be line-critical. It is obvious that all odd cycles are line-critical graphs as are all complete graphs. ErdSs and Gallai [2] obtain a bound on the number of lines in such a graph in terms of the point covering number. A structural characterization of this family of graphs is, however, presently unknown. In an earlier paper [1] , we show that if two adjacent lines of a graph are both critical, then they must lie on a common odd cycle. Hence, in particular, a line-critical graph is a block in which every pair of adjacent lines lie on a common odd cycle.
In this paper we shall develop an infinite family of line-critical graphs. This family includes all graphs known by the author to be line-critical and in particular it includes all those line-critical graphs with fewer than eight points. A cycle is a path containing more than one line together with an additional line ioining the first and last points of the path. The length of a path or a cycle is the number of lines in it and a cycle is said to be even (odd) if its length is even (odd). A graph G is said to be connected if 
Additional Terminology
Thus in either case, one obtains the inequality: (
ii) Next suppose {u~, us} c i. Then clearly M n [V(G) --{vo}] is an m.c. for a --v0. Mso in this case, I M n V(K~--x) ] = p --1. Thus a[S(p; a, Vo; m, n)] --[M ] = [M n V(Kp --x) I + [ M n V(G --vo) t = p --1 -}-a(G --Vo) ~ p --2 -[-a(G) and thus

a[S(p; G, v0; m, n)] ~ a(G) -[-p --2.
(iii) Finally, suppose ui ~ M, us r M. Now every point of Kp --x, except u2, is in M, since all such points are adjacent to u 2. Let w be a
point of K~ --x, w =~ ui. Then w eM and io = [i --{w}] u {u2} covers S(p;a, v o; m, n). Since I M0 I ----[i t, M0 is a minimum cover for S(p; G, v0; m, n) and ul, u~ CM o. Hence by (ii), we again obtain a[S(p; G, vo; m, n)] ~ a(G) + p --2. Thus all three cases give rise to the inequality: (2) a[S(p; G, vo; m, n)] ~ a(G)~-T--2. This, together with inequality (1) yields a[S(p;G, vo; re, n)] a(G) ~-p --2 and the theorem is proved.
We are now prepared to prove the main theorem concerning this construction. 
: [M r ] A-[ V(Kp) --{ul, us} l = a(G --y) -}-p --2 = : a(G) -J-p --3 ---a[S(p;
G
Thus a[S(p;G,%;m,n)--y]~<]M~--{Vo}]A-]W]~-= ]M~]--1-}-p--l=a(G--y) -J-p --2 = a(G) -j-jo --3 ~-= hiS
Thus y is critical in G and the theorem is proved.
Data on line-critical graphs
In Table 1 below, p denotes the number of points and q the number of lines of the corresponding graph. One may obtain each of the graphs in Table 1 by starting with a complete graph and performing a sequence of constructions of the type Table 2 . A/amily o/line-critical graphs with eight points 5 P J described in Section 3. Hence this construction yidds all the linecritical graphs with fewer than eight points. The large number of graphs with eight points has discouraged a direct search for those which are line-critical. In Table 2 , however, we present all those line-critical graphs with eight points obtainable by starting with a complete graph and performing a sequence of constructions as in Section 3.
